
INTRODUCTION 

The learned and famous Lord Atkins once explained that there are unexplored foundational 

principles of law because lawyers and litigants have failed to understand that all branches of laws 

are intertwined, this can either save or mar a case depending on the wielder of the weapon. This 

research tends to answer the question “what is the possible application and effect of third party 

negligence in patent infringement claims?”  

This research question originated from the review and analysis of J. E. M Ag Supply Inc v. 

Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc,
1
 Monsanto Canada Inc. v. Schmeiser

2
 and Monsato’s case 

(unreported). The research methodology utilized is a qualitative case study and analysis 

approach by addressing practical issues based on professional experience as a legal practitioner.  

Although Intellectual Property law is defined to be sui generis, patent has been classified as a 

strict liability tort, in the sense that the defendant (infringer) is deemed liable regardless of his 

innocence or lack of knowledge as to the patent ownership of the invention.
3
 In a strict liability

tort such as patent infringement, the devastating claim for damages against an alleged infringer 

due to the act of a third party would necessarily be granted regardless of the fact that it was the 

negligence of another party that necessitated the commencement of infringement proceedings, 

because the legislation and legal practitioners have failed to apply or envisage the possibility of 

utilizing the action or omission of the third party as a necessary defence. Patent infringement 

allows no accommodation to be made for unintentional infringement, regardless of the efforts of 

the alleged infringer to avoid such infringement, once a valid patent has been infringed, the 

patentee is entitled to full compensation for any injury resulting from the infringement.
4
How

then would negligence become elementary to patent infringement claims is the question that 

might arise, and where it is answered I the affirmative the next step would be to understand 

negligence as a whole. 

Negligence has accumulated various definition in recent years and has become a growing 

concern in common law jurisdictions. Negligence involves a duty of care owed by a party to his 
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neighbour, and where the party by his acts or omissions breaches that duty of care, which in turn 

results in damages incurred by the neighbor, the party becomes liable for such acts or omissions. 

Note that in accordance with the above definition, there must be in existence a duty of care, 

breach of the duty of care
5
 and damages resulting from the breach

6
 to be able to successfully 

claim negligence. 

Lord Atkin in the case of Donoghue v. Stevenson
7
 explained what is to be regarded as a standard 

duty of care vide the neighbour principle, he explained that: 

“The rue that you are to love your neighbour becomes in law you must not injure 

your neighbour… you must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which 

you can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour… my 

neighbour are persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act that I 

ought reasonably to have them in contemplation as being so affected when I am 

directing my mind to the acts or omissions which are called in question.”
8
 

Furthermore, having briefly explained the meaning and purport of negligence, I will now explain 

in details the concept of “third party negligence”. Third party negligence simply put, is the claim 

against a party resulting from his negligent act, omission or recklessness, who was included in 

the original action commenced. This aspect of negligence envisages a situation where a 

defendant becomes liable in damages to a claimant for an act which was a direct or indirect result 

of the actions of a third party. In proving third party negligence the claimant/ defendant must be 

able to show all the elements required to succeed in a negligence claim and the nexus between 

the act or omissions of the third party and the present infringement claims.  

Therefore, the failure to show precise chain of causation which resulted in the patent 

infringement by the party relying on the third party liability would definitely result in the failed 

applicability of this claim. Thus it is pertinent to prove the following requirements; 

i. Duty of care 

ii. Breach of the duty of care 
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iii. Damage resulting from that breach, and 

iv. Chain of Causation. 

Note that for the sake of this research work, third party negligence and third party liability may 

be used interchangeably. 

APPLICABILITY OF THIRD PARTY NEGLIGENCE IN PATENT LAW 

As discussed in the previous sub-topic, patent law can be classified as a strict liability tort, and as 

such it is not sufficient to claim negligence, because the ignorance of the fact that the invention 

was patented is no excuse from liability, although the effect of a third party which contributed to 

the infringement of the patent infringement is a possible claim and defence. 

Thus, the applicability of the defence of third party influence or negligence becomes that of 

circumstantial facts of each case. The court would most likely take cognizance of what would 

have been the thought and actions of a reasonable person in that situation to arrive at a 

conclusion on each case. One key fact that has been recognized by the court would be the 

reliance on the professionalism of the third party and the presumption that the goods/ parts of 

inventions acquired were of merchantable quality and fit for the purpose to which it was acquired 

without any encumbrance whatsoever.  

The question therefore arises, how can this principle of law which is neither contained in 

national Patent statute nor international patent treaties become applicable in patent claims and 

actions before any court of law? 

To answer the above question, having explained the statement of Lord Atkins which is a 

worldwide accepted phenomenon as the philosophical view of jurisprudence has continued to 

teach us, that the law is dynamic and not static, this means that the law changes with the 

advancement of time, technology, science, political principles, economies and social beliefs, and 

does not just remain a mere archaic piece of paper. Thus, the application of several principles as 

contained in a branch of law to other aspects of law is not unknown to the legal world, but well 

accepted and further developed into a precedence.  

There is a common saying in legal practice, that a good lawyer is not one who knows the law, or 

where to find it, but also one who knows how to apply it to various circumstances and issues 

without constant restriction or segregation. If there is anything I have learnt in my few years of 



practice as a barrister in a common law jurisdiction, it would be the fact that researching and 

looking for a defence should not be restricted to the provided defence made available by statute, 

but also to expand the search to other possible areas where the elements required for the defence 

would become not only accessible but applicable. This is the rationale behind the establishment 

of precedence and the constant review and amendments of legislations. 

Furthermore, where a patentee commences an action against an alleged infringer, but this 

infringement was as a result of the negligent act of a third party. What if any is the claim against 

the third party who is not a party to the suit? Is this an added claim for the Patentee or a 

possible defence for the infringer?  These questions should not go unanswered every time such 

an issue arises.  

It is my opinion that, like every other law dealing with commercial exploitation and public 

safety, the law of torts and its applicability is a welcome balance to ensure the achievement and 

attainment of the purpose of patent law. This issues would be addressed as I continue to conduct 

several analysis on landmark patent cases and hypothetical cases and where applicable a possible 

claim or defence of third party negligence may have tilted the pendulum of justice. 

PLAINTIFFS CLAIM IN A PATENT ACTION AGAINST A THIRD PARTY 

Monsanto once commenced an action against a farmer who had planted one of the genetically 

modified seed, which he had obtained from a grain elevator, the claim of the farmer was that he 

got the seeds from the grain elevator to whom the seeds were deposited with for cleaning and 

processing, which happened to be where the farmer had his crops processed. Monsanto sued the 

farmer for patent infringement, the farmer settled with Monsanto before the case could be 

concluded. 

The question which would necessarily arise from the above case would be, “if at all any, what is 

the liability of the grain elevator company who is not a party to the patent infringement action?” 

It is of great importance to note that it would have being very possible for Monsanto to have 

commenced an action for inducing patent infringement against the grain elevator, but the success 

of this claim is quite impossible, one would only imagine that it must have being the reason why 

Monsanto, a notorious company known for its litigation success against farmers and grain 

elevators alike, failed to capitalize on the action of the grain elevator company.  



My guess would be that they had being legally advised of the probability of successfully proving 

such a claim with regards to the requirement of willful intention to succeed in a claim such as 

inducing patent infringement. 

Furthermore, taking into consideration that the duty of the grain elevator was to clean up the 

crops, this duty would include ensuring that the crops of separate clients and customers don’t get 

mixed up or in any manner exploited. This duty would be better interpreted to involve taking 

necessary and reasonable steps to ensure that the machine used to clean and round up the crops 

are cleaned at all times, failure to do that, which would be deemed necessary or reasonable to a 

person or company in that position would ultimately result into negligence. 

To be able to make this applicable, the Plaintiff would have to show that there was in existence a 

relationship that would have warranted the act being negligent, and also show that the negligent 

omission or action resulted in the infringement of the patent.  

Firstly, in the above case scenario, the duty of care would be the contractual agreement between 

Monsanto and the grain elevator company to clean up the crops and not to transfer same or cause 

same to be accessible to any other party without license. To this effect the grain elevator 

company owes Monsanto the duty of ensuring that it protects the sanctity and integrity of its 

crops, by ensuring that all steps are taken so as to avoid the crops of Monsanto before, during 

and after clean up, not to get mixed up with other crops belonging to various farmers. 

Secondly, the fact that the crops was alleged to have being mixed up and acquired due to the 

actions of the grain elevator company, who failed to ensure that the grains of separate individual 

remains outside the reach of others, it is clear that there was a breach of that duty of care owed to 

Monsanto. This breach resulted in the infringement of the patent rights of Monsanto by a farmer 

who was not in any way or manner licensed to utilize or reproduce the round up crops. 

Lastly, the most important ingredient which may result in the loss of the claim would be the 

nexus or connection between the negligent acts of the third party and the resultant infringement. 

My analysis of the above case and this requirement, brings the understanding that it is quite a 

challenge to show a connection between the acts of a third party and an infringement claim, 

although in this case, the nexus would be the act of letting the roundup ready crops of Monsanto 



mix up with that of the farmer, allowing the farmer access to the crops which he later researched 

and exploited continuously. 

THIRD PARTY NEGLIGENCE AS A LIMITATION TO PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

LIABILITY 

First of all, the landmark case of Monsanto Canada Inc v. Schmeiser
9
is the key ideology behind 

this research into third party negligence as a defence to limiting liability under patent 

infringement. In this case, Monsanto developed and patented a glyphosate resistant gene for the 

canola plant, and marketed the seed as Round Ready Canola. In their licensing agreement with 

farmers, they specified that the seeds must be purchased every year, which included the license 

to use the patent rights. Monsanto learnt that Schmeiser a farmer was growing a Roundup- 

resistant crop and approached him to purchase a license which he refused maintaining that the 

contamination was accidental, while Monsanto sued Schmeiser for libel, he filed a countersuit 

against Monsanto amongst other claims for contaminating his fields. 

Upon my analysis and study of the case, I arrived at the conclusion that although Schmeiser was 

unsuccessful in proving that his field had been contaminated, due to the high level of 

concentrated Roundup- resistant crop on the field in 1998, a defence of third party negligence 

availed him for the genetically modified crops on his field in 1997. This defence was regarded to 

as accidental contamination by other farmers who had adjacent farmlands to that of Schmeiser. 

Thus, in the suit of 1998, if the defence of third party negligence had been applied although the 

court failed to address that issue based on the reason above, maybe this would have availed 

Schmeiser, but I have had to rethink of my evaluation. It would seem clear that the concentration 

of the Roundup – ready crops on his field was the basis of the dismissal of the claim of 

contamination, although I still hold my stand that if they had relied on the negligent act of 

adjacent farmers or an unknown third party (if that can be proved) would have reduced the 

liability of Schmeiser. 

Secondly, in the case of J. E. M Ag Supply, Inc v. Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc
10

, Pioneer 

owned the patent which covered the manufacture, use and sale of several hybrid corn seed 
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products, which was sold under a limited license label which provides “License is granted solely 

to produce grain and/ or forage” this license was violated by J. E. M., after they purchased same, 

it was resold to several customers and distributors without the authorization of Pioneer. Pioneer 

upon discovery commenced an action against J. E. M. and most of its customers and distributors. 

Pioneer won the suit against the defendants in the Federal Circuit Court and also the appeal filed 

by J. E. M. before the Supreme Court of America. 

While studying the above case, it had occurred to me to consider the possible defence available 

to the customers who had no knowledge that J. E. M. had sold the engineered seeds to them 

without any license or authority whatsoever, and were still held accountable and liable. There is 

a popular principle of law which states that “ignorance of the law is not an excuse” but ignorance 

of facts can be an excuse although it might not totally excuse the defendant from liability, there 

have being cases where even the ignorance of the fact that an invention was already patented was 

not an excuse,
11

 in the case of Collingwood v. Aurora12 it was presumed that a company who had 

being dealing as a member of the technology sector should be aware that most inventions have 

being patented and there is a need to constantly conduct the necessary search to make sure it has 

not being patented. 

Thus, one factor that separates the surrounding facts of this case from other cases is the element 

of presumption. In every common law jurisdiction, there is the principle of presumption wherein 

the judges are allowed to presume the existence of certain intents or acts based on individual 

factual circumstance and case. This test of presumption is subject to creating a balance between 

the professional expectation and the common practice in the course of business as was applied in 

the case of Collingwood v. Aurora.
13

 While there is a presumption that a middleman or supplier 

of certain crops or goods to the final consumers or other customers to who it has had business 

transactions with before, has acquired the necessary license to sell those goods. 

Notwithstanding, it is pertinent to note that although ignorance of a fact might not be an excuse 

in patent law, as decided in the Collingwood case,
14

 liability resulting from the actions of a third 

party especially one who the court would presume that the defendant would rely on his expertise 
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thereby creating a legal duty of care, would be a welcome excuse. This does not in any way 

absorb the defendant of his infringement liability per se, as it would only most likely result in the 

reduction of his liability. 

It is my perception that in the above case scenario, the consumer while being sued could rely on 

the negligent act of J. E. M., it would be very detrimental to claim ignorance as decided in the 

Collingwood case, patent law is known as a strict liability tort which does not prevent an 

infringer from liabilities resulting from mistaken law or facts. A major blow to this claim may be 

the caveat placed on the bag of the crop, which identified the type of license issued, and the issue 

that may arise as to the reason why the customers and clients failed to question the license of J .E 

M. although this can still be waived on the premise of presumption. 

Furthermore, in the claim of third party negligence in an action against the customers, J. E. M. 

owed a duty to its customers, failure to uphold the license agreement acquired from Pioneer and 

the resale of the patented crop to unsuspecting customers was a violation of this duty of care. The 

resultant claim of patent infringement against the customers of J. E. M. was the damages 

incurred by the customers.  

It is evident from the above that the customers could have commenced a third party action 

against J. E. M. seeking not only damages but also indemnity for the cost awarded and paid to 

the patentee as a result of the action which was commenced against them and may have being 

able to apply it as a defence as was used in the case of Monsanto Canada Inc v. Schmeiser.
15

 

The question at this stage that I posed to myself is “would the third party be partly liable, 

separately liable or would the third party indemnify the defendant?” This part of my research is 

yet to be answered as this would be best left to the jurisdiction and decision of a competent court, 

as it would then depend on the manner or tactical approach used by the counsel to the alleged 

infringer, but as noticed in the case study of Monsanto who dropped the 1997 action on patent 

infringement filed against Schmeiser due to the defence of no willful intention to acquire and 

infringe on the patented Roundup ready crop. 

Furthermore, it is of great value to note that when pleading the defence of third party negligence, 

a vital element that can help absorb the defendant of any liability whatsoever and not just 
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limiting or extending the liability, would be for the alleged infringer to show little or no 

exploitation or further research other than the initial exploitation which resulted from the 

negligent act. Thus, a further research or exploitation may not well be covered by the defence of 

third party negligence as same would become exhausted. 

CONCLUSION 

Third party negligence claim as a defence can be utilized in separate manners to help limit the 

damages and cost to be incurred by the defendant but does not necessarily guarantee a full 

exoneration of liabilities and cannot stop interlocutory injunctions from being granted.  

Third party negligence is applicable in patent law, as jurisprudence makes us understand that the 

mere existence of the actions of one party which led to the infringing act committed by another 

should not unjustly punish the alleged infringer solely for the infringing act committed because it 

exists in diverse branches of law. 

It is my submission that lawyers should welcome the idea of incorporating this defence when 

necessary and applicable to the circumstance of each case, especially where the probability of 

success of the conventional defence is low. 




